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Performance Report Viewpoint
Double click and open the “Strategy
Tester” that you saved to your
desktop from the “Device the
superiority through the Back-test”
Manual.

The performance report in the browser will open.

Tested currency pair symbol name.
Tested system name

Tested time axis and verification
period

Each parameter value that was
set-up to the verification.

Verification in the Tick level

The back-test performance details will be displayed from this line
below.
Fund Account when the test
started

Net Profit or Loss

The profit factor
The Mathematical formula for calculating the numerical value is
presented by
(Total profit÷Total loss),
If the numerical value is cut into 1, the back-test result will be the asset
is decreasing.
Generally, it is being said that the numerical value from 1.5 ~ 2.5 is good,
so it could mean the value more than that is the ideal.

Total Number of Trade

About the Total Number of Trade
We would like to present the number of trades within the verification
period.
The result of back-test is not the verification of the system performance of
the future.
Nevertheless, the more the number of times of this trade, the higher the
credibility than the law of large numbers.
Although the period to verify will also be influenced, there could be at
least 100 times or more in the meaning drawn by the credibility of the
result obtained.

Test Quality
90% is the highest value. Numeric value will be
lower if the error is large in historical data that
was used to back test. In that case, please try to
download again.

Net Income

Net Loss

Maximal Drawdown

Number of Short entry (winning percentage of short only)

Number of Long entry (Winning percentage of Long only)

About the past Maximum Drawdown
We would like to present the amount of the most significant asset decline
within the verification period.
There is always a maximum drawdown in any system. It comes without
any relation to any other items such as the winning percentage.
As the principal use of this numerical value,
it is used to the identification of the decision to operation interruption
when the system condition went bad and the setting of the trading volume
in the actual operation.
If you set the trade volume so that it would be like the past maximum
drawdown amount about 20% of the overall account fund, it could become
low risk operation.
At the first actual operation, let’s be attentive of not overdoing the
operation.
Furthermore, if unsatisfied with the performance of the actual operation,
let’s check whether or not the past maximum drawdown obtained from the
back-test was updated. If it is updated, temporary shutdown may be one
way to handle it.

Number of winning trade (winning percentage)

1 trade maximum profit

Winning trade average profit

Number of loosing trade (loosing percentage)

1 trade maximum loss

Loosing trade average loss

The Calculation of Profit and Loss Ratio
■The formula to compute the Profit and loss ratio:
(Winning trade average profit÷Losing trade average loss)
The Profit and loss ratio is one of the important items in knowing the ability of
the system.
If you cut the numerical value to 1, averagely, the losing amount will exceed than
the winning amount.
Although generally it is said that the numerical value from 1.5 and so on is
better, if you cannot divide the 1, it is expected that the winning amount will get
bigger. In addition, the profit and loss ratio has a nature that is inversely
proportion to winning percentage, the higher the percentage system, there is a
tendency the profit and loss ratio will get low.
Therefore, the nature of 「average profit< average loss」covers the winning
percentage, since there is a case concerning the result to extend the profit, there
is a need to look entirely if the numerical value is low.
As an ideal, if the profit and loss ratio is 1 or more, in the winning percentage of
50% or more, it can be said that there is a possibility of obtaining profit in the
actual operation.

Maximum number
of consecutive
defeats

Maximum number of
Consecutive victories

The average winning streak number

The average number of consecutive defeats

Asset Curve

Verification period trade list

This finishes the performance report viewpoint.
Although the back test results do not guarantee the future of the
trade results,
it can be said that the better there is in this result the more likely
that it will make a profit in the future.
For more information, please contact us at: en@gemforex.com

